Simply beautiful

Town & Country
from
Simply Shutters

Enhance the natural beauty and character of your property
Decorative shutters are the most cost
effective way to provide an instant facelift to your
home. In the space of a weekend the appearance of
any house, however large or modest, can be transformed in a way that that speaks of long days of
sunshine and relaxation, continental travel and the
grander buildings of the past.
Suddenly your home stands out from those around it, looking
more interesting, more inviting, more luxurious and with
added charm and style. Town & Country shutters are a high
quality, long lasting solution to help you maintain the
distinctiveness of your home.
Hand crafted for you and available in six traditional and time
honoured styles, any colour you like and guaranteed to be
durable and long lived; there are no better decorative shutters available today.
As you might expect, because Town & Country shutters are a
premium product they do cost a little more than our popular
UPVC ranges.

The Kensington

The Carbrooke

Warranty
The Cavendish

Colours to complement your home
Town & Country shutters will add charm, appeal
and value to your property.
Gloss White and Satin Black are our two
standard finishes. We can paint the shutters in any
colour you require for a small set-up charge.
A primed finish is available if you wish
to paint the shutters yourself.

All Town & Country shutters are hand crafted by our own carpenters to
your specific size and style requirements. We build Town & Country
shutters in exactly the same way as we build shutters from real wood.
The paint finish comes from using a high quality 2-pack acrylic
epoxy paint that etches itself on to the base material. You should never
need to paint the shutters again, other than if you want to change the
decor colour.
The body of the shutter is covered for 10 years and the paint finish for
5 years against manufacturing defects.

True value
You will appreciate the quality of
Town & Country shutters when you handle them.
Constructed from a purpose designed blend of
special polymers* which warrants the name that we
have given it- synthetic wood. Once installed
nobody will believe that any Town & Country
shutter is not made from wood - even from inches
away. Only you will know the secret with the added
comfort and reassurance of knowing they will
endure, however hostile the weather.
There are crucial differences when compared to
timber shutters. Town & Country shutters will last
far, far longer and will save you between 33% to
50% or more of the purchase price. They come to
you finished and ready to install.Town & Country
shutters will pay for themselves time and time again
during the lifetime of ownership in maintenance
savings of time and money.
* patent pending 0605923.2

These images are computer generated only to illustrate the
range of styles. They are not representative of the high quality
appearance of the synthetic wood shutters you will own.

The Brandon

The Hadleigh

The Sandringham

What next?
Don’t hesitate. Within a few short weeks your home can look more distinctive,
more individual and more valuable.
Take a few simple measurements, fill in the dedicated Town & Country order
form provided with this leaflet and we shall deliver your Town & Country
shutters within four to five weeks.
Should the order form be missing or mislaid, please telephone or e-mail us and
we shall happily send you another one. You are also most welcome to order via
the telephone where we can answer any remaining questions that you might
have or you can order online on our website. www.simplyshutters.co.uk.

Green credentials
Hard though it is to believe when you see and feel them, no
wood is used in the manufacture of Town & Country shutters.
This means that your purchase does not contribute to the
deforestation of slow growing hardwood areas.
Synthetic wood, teamed with our durable 2-pack acrylic
epoxy paint finish ensures little or no maintenance and no
oil-based paint to buy during the years that you own them.

A bit about Simply Shutters
We are called Simply Shutters because that is what we specialise in. We don’t
sell all manner of other products although we do carry a few selected UPVC
architectural items that we feel will be of interest to you.
As a family run business we try to deliver good old fashioned levels of service.
We try to look after you in the way we ourselves want to be looked after by
offering sound advice in a cheerful and friendly manner. Customer service is
of the highest importance and deeply ingrained within us. Talk to us today
and find out for yourself.

Simply Shutters Limited
Unit 2a, Station Way,
Brandon, Suffolk IP27 0BH
Tel: 01842 814260
Fax: 01842 814460
sales@simplyshutters.co.uk

www.simplyshutters.co.uk

Simple to fit
Town & Country decorative
shutters are easy to fit. You can
DIY or employ a handyman as
you prefer.
Simply drill the shutter and
the wall, then mount using the
stainless steel screws provided.
For a super neat finish we can
supply concealed fitting brackets
so you have no need to drill the
front face of the shutter.

